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Behringer ULTRAVOICE XM1800S Dynamic
Cardioid Vocal Microphones, 3-Pack
by Behringer

   (79 customer reviews) | (60)

Price: $39.20 & this item ships for FREE with Super

Saver Shipping. Details

 Special Offers Available

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Gift-wrap available.

Want it delivered Tuesday, December 18? Order it in the next 15
hours and 32 minutes, and choose One-Day Shipping at checkout.
Details

Ordering for Christmas? To ensure delivery by December 24
choose FREE Super Saver Shipping at checkout. Read more about
holiday shipping.

9 new  1 used from $36.00

Product Features

Yes, I want FREE Two-Day

Shipping with Amazon Prime

Quantity: 

or

Sign in to turn on 1-Click ordering.

More Buying Choices

Rover Mall

$39.19  & this item ships for FREE with

Super Saver Shipping. Details

Kellards

$39.99  & this item ships for FREE with

Super Saver Shipping. Details

Parts Express

$33.99 + $7.54 shipping

10 used & new

Have one to sell? 

Buying a Gift?
Find gift wrap, ribbon, tape, and more in our Holiday
Gift Wrapping Store. Make presentation part of the
reason your gifts are loved by all this season. Shop
now.

Musical Instruments Best Sellers Guitars Bass Keyboards Drums DJ & Lighting Recording Live Sound Band & Orchestra Accessories Top Deals

Shop by
Department

Search Musical Instruments Go Hello. Sign in
Your Account

Join
Prime Cart

0 Wish
List

Your Amazon.com Today's Deals Gift Cards Help
Join Prime
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+ +

SquareTrade 3-Year

Musical Instrument

Accident...

$11.99

Canopy 2-Year Musical

Instrument Accidental

Protection...
 (1)

$8.00

2 Private 30 Minute

Singing Lessons with a

Local,...
 (3)

$39.99

Dedicated vocal and instrument mic delivers unbelievable quality to your studio and live

performance

Extremely high signal output lets your voice cut through

Ultra-low distortion for super clean sound

Presence lift in critical mid-range gives you maximum voice projection

Exceptional off-axis rejection eliminates feedback problems

Special Offers and Product Promotions

Get $2 in Amazon MP3 credit with select musical instrument purchase. Here's how (restrictions apply)

FREE One-Day Shipping if you purchase this item using your Discover Card or Cashback Bonus®. Enter code DSCVRHSP at

checkout. Here's how (restrictions apply)

Frequently Bought Together

Price For All Three: $49.15

 

Show availability and shipping details

Available Warranties or Services for This Item

This item: Behringer ULTRAVOICE XM1800S Dynamic Cardioid Vocal Microphones, 3-Pack by Behringer

$39.20

CBI MLC20 Low Z XLR Microphone Cable, 20 Foot by CBI Cables  $6.00

On Stage Foam Ball-Type Mic Windscreen, Black by OnStage  $3.95 
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What Other Items Do Customers Buy After Viewing This Item?

Audio2000 Awm6112 VHF Dual Channel Rechargeable Wireless Microphone  by Audio 2000S
 (6)

$79.00

GLS Audio 25 foot Mic Cable Patch Cords - XLR Male to XLR Female Black Microphone Cables - 25' Balanced Mike Snake Cord -

Single  by GLS Audio
 (136)

$14.99

CBI MLC20 Low Z XLR Microphone Cable, 20 Foot  by CBI Cables
 (42)

$6.00

Bluecell Pack of 8 PCS Black/Purple/Hot Pink/Brown/Blue/Orange/Yellow/Green Handheld Stage Microphone Windscreen Foam

Cover + Free Bluecell Cable Tie  by BLUECELL
 (7)

$3.99

Product Details

Product Dimensions: 12.4 x 8.8 x 2.8 inches ; 3.2 pounds

Shipping Weight: 3.4 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Shipping: This item is also available for shipping to select countries outside the U.S.

ASIN: B000NJ2TIE

Item model number: XM1800S

Average Customer Review:    (79 customer reviews)

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #149 in Musical Instruments (See Top 100 in Musical Instruments)

#2 in Musical Instruments > Recording Equipment > Microphones & Accessories > Dynamic Microphones > Vocal

Date first available at Amazon.com: April 19, 2007

Did we miss any relevant features for this product? Tell us what we missed.

Would you like to update product info, give feedback on images, or tell us about a lower price?

Product Description
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Three great-sounding dynamic microphones in an impact-resistant

case, with stand adapters and mic clips. Click to enlarge.

What is a Dynamic Microphone?

Dynamic mics have several advantages that make them ideal for

live applications or recording amplified instruments. They're

robust, resistant to moisture and can achieve high gain before

feeding back. These microphones' cardioid pickup pattern is

designed to capture the source signal, such as a guitar amplifier

or vocalist, while shunning off-axis sound.

Why the XM1800S?

If you take a look at the stage in any club, you'll probably see at

least three dynamic mics for the vocalists, with even more for

the drums and amplifiers. This convenient package puts three

great-sounding mics at your immediate disposal. XM1800S mics

provide super-clean sound with minimal distortion, a slight

presence lift in the critical mid-range, and an on/off switch for

breaks in the set.

What's in the Box

Three Behringer XM1800S Microphones, Three Mic Clips With

Stand Adapters, Protective Case

Amazon.com

Few things are more essential to recording or live performance than dynamic microphones. Ask any sound engineer and they will tell

you to keep as many as possible on hand. BEHRINGER has bundled three great-sounding dynamic microphones into one impact-

resistant case, with stand adapters and mic clips so you'll be ready to capture your sound in brilliant resolution.

Product Description

BEHRINGER ULTRAVOICE XM1800S

3 Dynamic Cardioid Vocal and Instrument Microphones (Set of 3)

Dynamic vocal and instrument microphone with on/off switch for excellent studio and live performance

Ultra-wide frequency response for brilliant and transparent sound

Extremely high signal output lets your voice cut through

Cardioid characteristic minimizes background noise and feedback
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Convenient on/off switch to mute during breaks

Integrated spherical wind and pop noise filter

Microphone stand adapter and impact-resistant carrying case included

High-quality components and exceptionally rugged construction ensure long life

Conceived and designed by BEHRINGER Germany

Few things are more essential to recording or live performance than dynamic microphones. Ask any sound engineer and they will tell

you to keep as many as possible on hand. BEHRINGER has bundled three great-sounding dynamic microphones into one impact-

resistant case, with stand adapters and mic clips so you'll be ready to capture your sound in brilliant resolution.

What is a Dynamic Microphone?

Dynamic mics have several advantages that make them ideal for live applications or recording amplified instruments. They're robust,

resistant to moisture and can achieve high gain before feeding back. These microphones' cardioid pickup pattern is designed to capture

the source signal, such as a guitar amplifier or vocalist, while shunning off-axis sound.

Why the XM1800S?

If you take a look at the stage in any club, you'll probably see at least three dynamic mics for the vocalists, with even more for the

drums and amplifiers. This convenient package puts three great-sounding mics at your immediate disposal. XM1800S mics provide

super-clean sound with minimal distortion, a slight presence lift in the critical mid-range, and an on/off switch for breaks in the set.

Value

Check out the XM1800S at your nearest BEHRINGER dealer and find out why these mics are becoming so common in practice spaces,

bedrooms, professional studios and stages all over the globe. Moreover, they're available at a price that will leave you with enough cash

left over for other essentials.

Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought   Page 1 of 15

CBI MLC20 Low Z XLR
Microphone Cable, 20 Foot

 (42)

$6.00

Musician's Gear Tripod Mic
Stand w/Fixed Boom Black
2-Pack

 (29)

$29.98

On Stage Foam Ball-Type Mic
Windscreen, Black

 (61)

$3.95

Behringer XENYX 1202FX
Premium 12-Input 2-Bus Mixer

 (59)

$90.88
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(79)

4.5 out of 5 stars

5 star 54

4 star 17

3 star 5

2 star 1

1 star 2

See all 79 customer reviews

Tezza  |  23 reviewers made a similar statement

Forrest  |  12 reviewers made a similar statement

David M. Gammon  |  6 reviewers made a similar statement

Customer Reviews

“ The case is really nice and these microphones look to be very good quality and sturdy. ”

“ Sure for studio work you'll want a condenser with all the right stuff, but when these mics sound

this good, how can you go wrong? ”

“ The 3-pack is a FANTASTIC deal. ”

2 Comments |  Was this review helpful to you?

Most Helpful Customer Reviews

55 of 55 people found the following review helpful

 Hard to beat  January 17, 2010

By Jean-Francois Dubuc

Amazon Verified Purchase

I bought these microphones just before Christmas as a gift for my kids. We finished a

portion of the basement as a musical scene with a stage and seating for the audience.

They have different types of guitars, violins, flute, drum, keyboards etc. Since we have

seven kids aging from 4 years old up to my oldest which is 15, we have 4 girls that really

like to sing. Everything goes through a 12 inputs Behringer mixer and Mackie active

speaker. Their voice are clear and without distortion. The frequency range is perfect and

the feedbacks are minimal. One of the best feature for me is the fact that they are really

sturdy. I saw one of the microphones falling to the ground and there was no dent or

scratch on the head. I'm quite sure that it happened at other occasion and still no sign of

it. In my younger days, I had numerous types of microphones and there is no way that a

Shure SM-58 would do a better job than these. I can have 8 Behringer microphones for

the price of a single Shure!!!

30 of 30 people found the following review helpful

Most Recent Customer Reviews
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2 Comments |  Was this review helpful to you?

4 Comments |  Was this review helpful to you?

 Excellent Value for Karaoke DJ  September 9, 2011

By James Giblin

As a karaoke DJ who plays primarily in bars, my mics are often subject to abuse but

people trying to be yesterdays rock star. A couple of weeks ago, I have a patron come in

and throw one of these mics to the ground in celebration after completing his song and

seriously dented the cap, but the mic worked perfectly.

So before my next gig, I replaced the cap with one from a burned out Shure mic that I had

sitting around for parts. The following week, I had a friend who plays in a band come on

stage and asked me to swap out my "cheap" Behringer mic with the quality Shure mic that

was still in the case, and knowing that it was same make, I was happy to comply. After he

got off stage, he was incredibly happy with the performance of the mic and thanked me

for swapping it out. After the gig was done, I told him about the switch and he now also

owns a set.

Bottom line - There is distinct a difference between these and quality studio mics, but

unless you are recording in a studio and need a microphone for professional sound

applications, these mics are perfect for 99% of most end users.

23 of 23 people found the following review helpful

 Worth TWICE the Price  September 22, 2009

By David M. Gammon

Amazon Verified Purchase

The 3-pack is a FANTASTIC deal. I've been around mics under $100 for 30 years, and

when compared to other mics in the $50-$100 range, they are as good or better! Good

lows and clean highs without ANY hiss. Absolutely NO whine or hiss when used with a

mic preamp. Don't miss out on this GREAT deal.

› See all 79 customer reviews (newest first)

 Works Wonderfully, Just Two

Complaints

I love these microphones, I really do. I also

believe that it was really cool they threw in the

microphone holders and the case is quite nice.

Read more

Published 3 days ago by PT

 A whole lot of mic for the money....

I have a small home studio and wanted to

purchase come cheap dynamic mics to fill out my

library of microphones. Read more

Published 6 days ago by jerseydeval

 LOVE

Podcasting on a bit of a budget ($200 setup), I

wanted good sound quality, nice warm tones ....

these mics deliver in a world where I didn't quite

have the cash for condensers I... Read more

Published 11 days ago by James Starritt

 Gran equipo de sonido

These microphones are of very good quality,

perfect voice heard loud and clear to everyone in

the group liked their sound, in addition to the

price are right, the case is very... Read more

Published 13 days ago by Jorge

 Great Mics

These are great mics and a cheap alternative for

high end mics. Sturdy and comes in a case. A

great buy for the musician on a budget.

Published 19 days ago by Chuck
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 Awsome Deal

I purchased this mic pack for a small party. I had

agreed to provide the musical entertainment for. I

figured why not add some Karaoke into the mix?

Read more

Published 20 days ago by jasonm

 SHIP WHEN ORDERED!!!

I placed my order on the 7th of this month (

granted I had to change which credit card i used

to purchase ( yet it still has not SHIPPED YET!!!

PLEASE HURRY!!! Read more

Published 1 month ago by angry customer

 Just Awesome

Amazing product. The microphones are great

quality and are almost weight less. I will buy

several of these microphone package it has. The

shipping was very fast two days. Read more

Published 1 month ago by njames

 This is a professional microphone

So happy with this purchase. I am very choosy

with my purchases especially with musical

instruments because this is an investment.

Read more

Published 3 months ago by Maevic

 One of the things Behringer does

RIGHT!

I have owned a lot of Behringer equipment, these

dynamic microphones are the best deal out

there.

I don't want to repeat other reviews, but they

high enough quality and... Read more

Published 3 months ago by Michael J. Eull
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See all 3 questions

Customer Questions & Answers

eGift This Item (What's this?)

Instant Delivery: E-mail a gift card

suggesting this item

Flexible Gifting Choices: They can choose

this, or pick from millions of other items.

Look for Similar Items by Category

Musical Instruments > Studio Recording Equipment > Microphones & Accessories > Dynamic Microphones > Vocal

  

Feedback

 If you need help or have a question for Customer Service, contact us.

 Would you like to update product info, give feedback on images, or tell us about a lower price?

 Is there any other feedback you would like to provide? Click here

Search Customer Reviews

 Only search this product's reviews

Your Recent History (What's this?)
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